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TO:

Chair Jim Wideman and Members of the Planning and Works Committee

DATE:

June 25, 2013

SUBJECT:

NOTRE DAME DRIVE AND SNYDER’S ROAD RECONSTRUCTION, TOWNSHIP
OF WILMOT

FILE CODE: C04-30, 5493

RECOMMENDATION
For Information only
SUMMARY:
This report is submitted for Committee’s information in advance of the Public Input Meeting for this
project to be held on June 25, 2013, at 7:00 pm, at the Rebel Creek Golf Club, 1517 Snyder’s Road,
Petersburg.
The Region of Waterloo plans to reconstruct the main streets in the Village of Petersburg in 2016.
The project limits include Notre Dame Drive (Regional Road 12) from the Highway 7/ 8 interchange
to the railway crossing at the north limit of the village, as well as Snyder’s Road (Regional Road 6)
from the east village limit to the west village limit, for a total combined distance of approximately
2,000 metres. Please refer to Appendix A for a key plan of the Project Area. A Project Team has
been established to direct this project consisting of staff from the Region of Waterloo and the
Township of Wilmot as well as Township Councillor Peter Roe, and the Region’s consultant MTE
Consultants Inc.
Based on the project needs, the Project Team developed a preferred design for improvements to
Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road which was presented to the public on May 1, 2012 at the first
Public Consultation Centre (PCC #1) held at the Rebel Creek Golf Course in Petersburg. The
preferred design presented at PCC #1 included: full reconstruction of the existing roads; on-road
bicycle lanes; new curb and gutter and storm sewers; sidewalk on both sides of the road; minimum
1.0m boulevards, with new tree plantings where possible; some areas of parking behind the curb;
and modernization/upgrading of the traffic signals at the intersection of Notre Dame Drive and
Snyder’s Road.
The main issues expressed by the public at PCC#1 included: comments that sidewalks and curbs
are not needed or desired in the village and that the paved shoulders should remain; concerns
about the loss of most of the parking with the proposed bike lanes and curbs; concerns about
speeding through the village; concerns at the “The Blue Moon” restaurant regarding loss of parking
and access for delivery trucks; and concern about traffic operations at the Notre Dame
Drive/Snyder’s Road intersection.
From the comments received at PCC #1, the Project Team developed a “revised” preferred design
which was presented to the public on February 28, 2013 at a second PCC (PCC #2) held at the
Emmanuel Lutheran Church in Petersburg. Revisions to the original design presented at PCC #2
included: replacement of the proposed on-road cycling lanes with “segregated” cycling lanes behind
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a semi-mountable curb (to encourage lower speeds); elimination of a section of proposed sidewalk
on the south side of Snyder’s Road east of Notre Dame Drive; raised centre medians on all four
approaches to the village (to alert motorists they are entering the village and to encourage lower
speeds); additional proposed parking spaces behind the curbs; additional parking for patrons and
delivery vehicles at The Blue Moon restaurant; and a reduction in the posted speed limit (from 60 to
50 kph) following the implementation of the proposed improvements.
Based on the public comments from PCC #2, the public still has major concerns that sidewalks and
curbs are not needed, that paved shoulders and parking should remain and that speeding is a
concern. The Blue Moon restaurant owners are still concerned with the proposed changes to their
establishment’s parking and delivery arrangements. And there is a concern about the ability of farm
vehicles to maneuver around the proposed entrance feature medians. The Project Team response
to these concerns is contained in the body of the report.
The Project Team has not made any other changes to the plans since PCC #2 as the Project Team
believes that the improvements as presented at PCC #2 are required to achieve the objectives
outlined in the Region’s Transportation Master Plan, Corridor Design Guidelines and the Region’s
Draft Active Transportation Master Plan.
Based on the public comments received to date and all the technical considerations for this project,
the Project Team has confirmed the Preferred Design Alternative as being the improvements as
presented at the PCC #2 in February 2013 and is presenting it for further public comment at the
June 25, 2013 Public Input Meeting. The estimated total cost for the project is $4,945,000. Pending
Council approval of the project scheduled for September 2013, construction is scheduled to
commence in April 2016 with completion in late fall 2016.
REPORT:
This report is submitted for Committee’s information in advance of the Public Input Meeting for this
project to be held on June 25, 2013, at 7:00 pm, at the Rebel Creek Golf Club, 1517 Snyder’s Road,
Petersburg.
1.

Introduction

The Region of Waterloo plans to reconstruct the main streets in the Village of Petersburg in 2016.
The project limits include Notre Dame Drive (Regional Road 12) from the Highway 7/ 8 interchange
to the railway crossing at the north limit of the village, as well as Snyder’s Road (Regional Road 6)
from the east village limit to the west village limit, for a total combined distance of approximately
2,000 metres. Please refer to Appendix A for a key plan of the Project Area.
The proposed improvements on Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road are being recommended to
address a variety of needs in accordance with the objectives of the Region’s approved
Transportation Master Plan, Context Sensitive Corridor Design Guidelines and the Draft Active
Transportation Master Plan.
A Project Team was established to direct this project and includes staff from the Region of Waterloo
and Township of Wilmot as well as Township Councillor Peter Roe and the Region’s consultant
MTE Consultants Inc.
2.

Proposed Road Improvements

There are a number of needs driving this project. The following sections describe these needs and
the proposed improvements to address these needs:
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Deteriorated Road Condition

The pavement condition is fair to poor on most sections of Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road. In
general, the deterioration is simply due to the age of the asphalt combined with areas of poor
roadway drainage.
b)

Drainage Issues

Except for a few small sections of curb and gutter located near the intersection of Notre Dame Drive
and Snyder’s Road, most of the roadway consists of areas of paved shoulders with road drainage
flowing into shallow swales, roadside ditches or directly onto private driveways and front yards. In
many locations the houses and properties are lower than the existing road resulting in surface
drainage from the roads flowing onto private property. This drainage condition exists on the south
side of the east leg of Snyder’s Road where road surface drainage flows onto private property.
Backyard flooding and the potential for basement flooding have been reported in this general area.
Flooding problems have also been reported on the south leg of Notre Dame Drive between Snyder’s
Road and Reinhart Place. In some locations, along both roads, there are “makeshift” catchbasins
and storm sewers installed in the roadway; however, many of these are in questionable condition
due to their age, have inconsistent and/or insufficient size and unknown or partially buried outlets.
Accordingly, there is a need for a new storm sewer system throughout Petersburg to address these
drainage deficiencies.
c)

Pedestrian Needs

Currently, there is no sidewalk on Notre Dame Drive or on Snyder’s Road. To promote and
encourage walking for local trips, and a reduction in the use of cars and for pedestrian safety
reasons, the Region of Waterloo has a Strategic Plan objective to consider continuous sidewalks on
both sides of the road, as part of any road reconstruction project in built-up areas. Sidewalks are
therefore being considered for construction on both sides of Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road,
in Petersburg, in support of the Region’s Transportation Master Plan, Context Sensitive Corridor
Design Guidelines and the Draft Active Transportation Master Plan. Sidewalks assist in promoting
walking for local trips, and the inclusion of a landscaped boulevard between the sidewalk and the
traveled portion of the roadway provides a greater separation between pedestrians and traffic and
promotes pedestrian safety.
It should be noted that snow removal on all sidewalks is the responsibility of the abutting landowners
in Wilmot Township as per Township By-Law 84-72.
d)

Cycling Needs

There are currently no designated cycling lanes on Notre Dame Drive or Snyder’s Road; however
Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road (both within and beyond Petersburg) are identified as
designated cycling routes in the Region’s Draft Active Transportation Master Plan and accordingly
cycling facilities are being considered as part of this project.
The Township of Wilmot has also requested that the Region consider the construction of cycling
facilities as part of the proposed reconstruction of Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road as a part of
an initiative to provide cycling connections between the various towns and hamlets in Wilmot
Township.
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Public Consultation
Public Consultation Centre #1

Based on the project needs, the Project Team developed a preferred design for improvements to
Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road which was presented to the public on May 1, 2012 at the first
Public Consultation Centre (PCC #1) held at the Rebel Creek Golf Course in Petersburg. Notices
were placed in the local newspapers advertising the PCC. Signboards were erected on site in
advance of the PCC and notices were mailed to area residents, property owners, and businesses.
In addition notice letters were hand-delivered and mailed to all residents within the community.
Plans showing the proposed improvements were on display at the PCC and Project Team
representatives were present to answer questions and receive feedback.
Typical cross-sections were also on display at the PCC to illustrate what the proposed
improvements would look like. The typical cross-sections presented at PCC #1 are attached as
Appendix ‘B’.
The preferred design presented at PCC #1 included: full reconstruction of the existing roads; onroad bicycle lanes; new curb and gutter and storm sewers; sidewalk on both sides of the road;
minimum 1.0m boulevards, with new tree plantings where possible; some areas of parking behind
the curb; and modernization/upgrading of the traffic signals at the intersection of Notre Dame Drive
and Snyder’s Road.
Approximately 63 people attended PCC #1 and forty-three (43) written responses were received.
The main issues expressed by the public at PCC #1 included: comments that sidewalks and curbs
are not needed or desired in the village and that the paved shoulders should remain; concerns
about the loss of most of the parking with the proposed bike lanes and curbs; concerns about
speeding through the village; concerns at the “The Blue Moon” restaurant regarding loss of parking
and access for delivery trucks; and concern about traffic operations at the Notre Dame
Drive/Snyder’s Road intersection.
Based on the public comments received at PCC #1, the Project Team made some revisions to the
proposed improvement plans and the revised plans were then presented back to the public at PCC
#2 in February 2013 (described below in Section 3d).
b)

Informal Community Meeting

A community-organized “informal” meeting was held at The Blue Moon restaurant, 1677 Snyder’s
Road East on May 10, 2012. This meeting was arranged by local residents, and staff and Wilmot
Mayor Armstrong were invited to attend to provide clarification on the project process and to answer
questions about the proposed improvements.
c)

Public Petition

A petition signed by 979 people was received on December 19, 2012. The petition read as follows:
“Petition against the $4,580,000.00 Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road Reconstruction in
Petersburg (curbs, sidewalks, boulevards, and on-road bike lanes), but for shoulder resurfacing in
order to accommodate walking, biking and parking throughout the whole of Petersburg”. One
hundred and twenty-three (123) of the signatures were from residents of Petersburg. The other 856
signatures were from people who do not live in Petersburg.
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Public Consultation Centre #2

Based on all comments received for the project, the Project Team developed a “revised” preferred
design which was presented to the public on February 28, 2013 at a second PCC (PCC #2) held at
the Emmanuel Lutheran Church in Petersburg. Notices were again advertised and mailed and
signboards were erected in advance of the PCC. Typical cross-sections that were on display at
PCC #2 are attached as Appendix ‘C’.
Changes to the original design that were included in the revised plans presented at PCC #2 include
the following: replacement of the proposed on-road cycling lanes with “segregated” cycling lanes
behind a semi-mountable curb (to encourage lower speeds); elimination of a section of proposed
sidewalk on the south side of Snyder’s Road east of Notre Dame Drive; raised centre medians on all
four approaches to the village (to alert motorists they are entering the village and to encourage lower
speeds); additional proposed parking spaces behind the curbs; additional parking for patrons and
delivery vehicles at The Blue Moon restaurant; and a reduction in the posted speed limit (from 60 to
50 kph) following the implementation of the proposed improvements.
Approximately 51 people attended PCC # 2 and twenty-three (23) written responses were received.
Please refer to Appendix ‘D’ for a summary of all written comments received from the public at both
PCC’s and the Project Team’s responses to those comments.
4.

Main Issues Raised by the Public

This section of the report captures the main public concerns raised as part of the public consultation
process for this project. A summary of the main issues and concerns raised by the public and the
Project Team’s response to these concerns are as follows:
a)

Curb and Sidewalks not Required – Keep Paved Shoulder
Public Comments
Forty-two (42) written comments were received from the two PCC’s that were not in favour of
installing curbs and sidewalks. The reasons were varied and included:
















A small community does not need sidewalks;
Sidewalks are not required on both sides of the road;
Nobody walks now;
The existing shoulder are adequate for pedestrians;
The sidewalk will result in the removal of too many trees;
Increased maintenance time and effort to shovel snow;
Cost not warranted, too expensive, taxes will increase;
Sidewalk will be very close to front of houses in some cases;
Growth in Petersburg not anticipated so no improvements necessary;
Curbs and medians will limit use of road by large farm equipment;
Curbs and sidewalks will change the character of the community;
The curbs and revised entrances to businesses will restrict access to their property;
Curbs and sidewalks will impact drainage, vegetation and detract from the historical
nature of the designated heritage building at 1634 Snyder’s Road; and
Gravel trail to the community park north of Cecil Kennedy Court provides a less
expensive and safer alternative to the proposed sidewalk at road level.

Other general comments that were received included;
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Work needs to be done to our road;
Road should be repaved;
Drainage on our road is terrible, neighbours front lawn always floods during heavy
rain and the roadside in front of their home always stays quite wet.

Project Team Response
The Preferred Design Alternative for Snyder’s Road and Notre Dame Drive still includes
curbs and sidewalks. Curbs and gutters are an important road component needed to
intercept and collect storm water and to correct the drainage problems identified in Section
2b of this report. Sidewalks separated from the travelled portion of the roadway by
landscaped boulevards, bike lanes and/or parking provide a much safer pedestrian facility
(compared to the existing paved shoulders) from both a physical and visual perspective, due
to the separation of the pedestrians and vehicles.
Based on the public comments received at PCC #1, a number of changes were made to
reduce the extent of proposed sidewalk, as follows:


South side of the east leg of Snyder’s Road - sidewalk is now not proposed, to
reduce adverse grading impacts on private property and driveways, to maintain sight
line visibility and to reduce loss of privacy due to houses being significantly closer to
and lower than the road;



North of Cecil Kennedy Court/Deerfield Avenue on Notre Dame Drive - no curb or
sidewalk is proposed at the road level; the existing gravel path at the bottom of the
embankment will be replaced with a concrete sidewalk in the same location; and



On all four legs of this project, the curbs and sidewalk is to be terminated
approximately where the last residences are located, near the end of the project
limits. From the end of the curb and sidewalk to the end of the project limits, the road
will be constructed to the cross section illustrated in either Figure 3 or Figure 4 of
Appendix C

In response to some of the other concerns regarding proposed curb and gutter and
sidewalk, the Project Team responds as follows;

b)



With curb and gutters, driveway entrances to businesses and residences are better
defined to avoid wider than necessary driveways and yet are still designed to
accommodate large vehicles. The use of the proposed rollover curb will allow larger
vehicles to still make slightly wider turns where necessary.



With respect to large farm vehicles, the proposed rollover curbs and raised medians
allow any over-width farm vehicles to encroach into the space outside the travel lane
under these infrequent and unique circumstances.

Reduce Speed Limit
Public Comments
Seventeen (17) written comments expressed concerns about vehicles speeding through the
community and felt that the existing posted speed limit of 60 km/h resulted in excessive
vehicle speeds. It was stated that gravel and other trucks travelling through Petersburg
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often exceeded the posted speed limit which presents a potentially dangerous situation.
Many felt the speed limit should be reduced for safety reasons from 60 km/h to 50 km/h.
One comment received indicated that it was their experience that curbs, boulevards and
sidewalks will slow down traffic.
Project Team Response
Speed studies undertaken by the Region indicated that most vehicles were driving within the
60 km/h posted speed limit through Petersburg; however, the speed studies did find some
vehicles exceeding the speed limit. It is believed that those vehicles currently exceeding the
speed limit are doing so due to the existing wide-open road design (i.e. wide expanse of
asphalt width, partially due to the paved shoulder) that contributes to motorists feeling more
comfortable driving at those increased speeds, as opposed to the posted speed limit.
As a result of the expressed speeding concern by the public, the Project Team revised the
proposed cross-section within the settlement area after PCC #1 to physically restrict the
width of the road platform and encourage slower speeds. With reference to the crosssections in Appendix C, the design presented at PCC #2 (which is the Preferred Design
Alternative) includes narrower 3.35m travel lanes for vehicles but replaces the originally
proposed on-road cycling lanes with “segregated” bike lanes on each side, 1.25m in width
and behind a “rollover” curb.
The revised cross section with narrower asphalt lanes for vehicles, segregated bike lanes
behind the rollover curb and the proposed plantings behind or in front of the sidewalk would
provide forms of traffic calming and would have the potential to reduce motorist speed
compared to leaving the roadway wide open with asphalt shoulders. Staff believes that the
implementation of these traffic calming initiatives are necessary to support a reduced posted
speed limit. Therefore, should the approved design incorporate traffic calming initiatives as
described above, Region staff would recommend a reduced speed limit in Petersburg to
Regional Council as part of the Final Design Approval Report scheduled for Council
approval in Fall 2013. Subject to Council approval of a reduced speed limit, the posted
speed limit would be reduced in 2016 coincident with the completion of construction.
At PCC #2, the project plans also included raised centre medians on all four approaches to
the village to alert motorists they are entering the village and to encourage lower speeds.
These medians may include landscape plantings or the Township may elect to erect a small
decorative community welcome sign to advise motorists they are entering the community of
Petersburg and to encourage reduced speeds. In addition the proposed centre median at
the intersection of Notre Dame Drive with Deerfield Avenue/Cecil Kennedy Court will include
a pedestrian refuge to assist pedestrians crossing Notre Dame Drive to access the proposed
sidewalk to the community park.
c)

Concerns with Proposed Parking Arrangements
Public Comments
Currently, parking is unrestricted in Petersburg, except in the vicinity of the signalized
intersection of Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road. Twenty-three (23) written comments
were received concerning the proposed parking space areas behind the proposed curb.
The comments included:
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Currently can park anywhere in town on paved shoulder;
Need some on-street parking near Cemetery on Notre Dame Drive and in front of the
Church on Snyder’s Road for use during funerals;
Safety concerns with strangers parking near their homes where no parking exists
now;
Private driveways are large enough to accommodate parking in the community;
Parking survey should be done during the summer, not in winter;
On-street parking should be allowed throughout the community;
Elimination of paved shoulder will take away overflow parking for existing homes and
especially businesses;
On-street parking should be concentrated near the businesses; and
Delineation of entrances to the Blue Moon parking lot will remove parking.

Project Team Response
The original design presented at PCC #1 showed a number of parking spaces in select
areas throughout the project limits (20 spaces overall) based on a parking demand study
undertaken by the Region in February 2012. Based on comments received at PCC #1, an
additional parking study was undertaken on Snyder’s Road and Notre Dame Drive in July
2012 to capture parking demand in a summer month also. The July parking study found
very little difference when compared to the February parking study. Both parking studies
captured parking demand on a typical weekday and on a Saturday.
Following PCC #1, the Project Team re-assessed the proposed parking in conjunction with
the other revisions to the road design. The proposed parking arrangements as part of the
Preferred Design Alternative now include 30 spaces overall comprised of the following:
Snyder’s Road


No parking is proposed on the south side of the east leg due to driveway grading,
sight visibility and property limitations, with the exception that four to six parking
spaces are proposed near the intersection at the Blue Moon restaurant on the
Snyder’s Road frontage to provide a limited number of spaces for disabled persons
and for patron parking; these spaces would be in close proximity to the only
handicap-accessible entrance to the Blue Moon restaurant;



Eight parking spaces are proposed on the north side of the east leg of Snyder’s
Road;



No parking spaces are proposed on the north or south side of the west leg of
Snyder’s Road based on very little demand and comments from the public at PCC
#1.

Notre Dame Drive


To address concerns about the loss of parking and access for deliveries, six parking
spaces are proposed on the east side near Snyder’s Road at the Blue Moon patio
area, to accommodate truck delivery of supplies to the Blue Moon and to provide
general parking during other times;



Two parking spaces are proposed on the west side of the south leg of Notre Dame
Drive, plus an additional three parking spaces are proposed between the existing
entrances at the cemetery;
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One truck parking space on each side (ie. total of two) are proposed on the north leg
of Notre Dame Drive near Snyder’s Road for customers with large vehicles who
patronize the businesses at the intersection. Currently large vehicles are observed to
park on the paved shoulder in this area to access the variety store, gas bar and
restaurant;



On the north leg of Notre Dame Drive between Snyder’s Road and Cecil Kennedy
Court/Deerfield Avenue, two parking spaces are proposed on the west side and
three parking spaces are proposed on the east side near the post office;



North of Cecil Kennedy Court/Deerfield Avenue, the shoulders will be paved and no
curb and gutter is being installed. The paved shoulder provides for a 1.5 m bicycle
lane adjacent to the travel lane. (Please refer to Figure 3, Appendix C for a crosssection view.) During large events at the Community Park, there is an opportunity to
allow overflow parking on these paved shoulders. This parking will encroach into the
bike lane; however, under these infrequent events special parking signs could be
erected by the event organizers to advise cyclists about the short-term
encroachment of the parking onto the bike lanes.

Cycling Lanes Not Required
Public comments
Twelve (12) comments were received that were not in favour of cycling lanes. Four (4)
comments specifically indicated that cycling lanes are required. The comments opposed to
cycling lanes included:





Paved shoulder can be used by cyclists;
Why install bicycle lanes in Petersburg when there are no bicycle lanes to connect to
outside of Petersburg;
Very few cyclists use the roads now; and
Bicycle lanes too expensive.

Project Team Response
Snyder’s Road and Notre Dame Drive are not designated cycling routes under the Region’s
current Cycling Master Plan: however under the Region’s Draft Active Transportation Master
Plan, both Snyder’s Road and Notre Dame Drive are designated as planned cycling routes,
both within and beyond the settlement limits of Petersburg. In addition, the Township of
Wilmot has requested the Region to consider the provision of cycling facilities as part of the
proposed reconstruction of Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road.
As construction of other sections of these roads proceeds in the future, cycling facilities are
to be constructed to ultimately form part of an overall uninterrupted cycling route network
within the Region. It is therefore important that cycling facilities be constructed in Petersburg
as part of the proposed road reconstruction, to avoid future expensive modifications and the
associated additional construction disruption within Petersburg.
As part of the Preferred Design Alternative for this project, it is therefore proposed to build a
“segregated” coloured concrete cycling lane behind the roll-over curb to provide an area
dedicated just for cyclists and to provide some separation, from the motorized vehicle lanes.
The coloured concrete surface will clearly identify the cycling lane for use by cyclists only.
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Intersection of Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road
Public comments
Nine (9) comments related to the traffic signals or turn lanes at Notre Dame Drive and
Snyder’s Road. The comments included:




Install an advanced green signal for left turning vehicles;
Upgraded intersection is for cities not for rural areas; and
Turn lanes are required especially on the south leg of Notre Dame Drive.

Project Team Response
From comments received at PCC #1, Region staff completed another up-dated operational
review of the intersection of Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road, to determine if turn lanes
and/or an advanced green signal phase are required based on projected future traffic
volumes. The review concluded that neither an advanced green signal phase nor turn lanes
are required on any legs of this intersection. As a result, no turn lanes will be provided at the
intersection. Traffic signals will be modernized and upgraded at the intersection; however
an advanced green signal will not be installed at this time. In the future if an advanced green
signal is required it would be installed at that time.
In addition, the existing marked eastbound and westbound short right turn lanes on Snyder’s
Road will not be marked after construction is completed. The new curb will however be
placed such that there will be sufficient room on Snyder’s Road at the intersection to allow
through vehicles to bypass vehicles waiting to make a left turn onto Notre Dame Drive.
5.

Project Team’s Preferred Design Alternative
Based on the public comments received to date and all the technical considerations
of the Project Team, the Project Team has confirmed the Preferred Design
Alternative as being the improvements as presented at the February 28, 2013 PCC
(PCC # 2). These proposed improvements include:
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Full reconstruction of the existing roads with one lane in each direction;
1.25m wide segregated cycling lanes on both sides of the road located behind a rollover curb and gutter;
Sidewalk on both sides of the road in most areas, except on the south side of
Snyder’s Road east of Notre Dame Drive, with an approximate 1.0m grassed or
hard surface boulevard between the sidewalk and segregated bike lane;
Short sections of raised centre medians at all four entrances to the village;
Installation of new storm sewers (including curb and gutter) to replace the existing
old and inconsistently sized storm sewers;
Some select areas of parking behind the cycling lane;
Modernization and upgrading of the traffic signals at the intersection of Notre Dame
Drive and Snyder’s Road;
Elimination of the existing short right turn lane markings on Snyder’s Road at Notre
Dame Drive while maintaining sufficient pavement width on Snyder’s Road for
through vehicles to bypass left turning vehicles;
Minor culvert rehabilitation at the Alder Creek culvert on the west leg of Snyder’s
Road; and
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Upgrades to various overhead and below-ground utilities as required to
accommodate the proposed improvements.

Project Cost Estimate
The Region of Waterloo is funding the road improvements on this project, and the total
budget for the proposed improvements on Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road is
$4,945,000.

7.

Next Steps
After the Public Input Meeting on June 25, 2013, the Project Team will fully address any
additional issues raised by the public at the meeting in order to develop the Final
Recommended Design Alternative for implementation. This Final Recommended Design
Alternative is scheduled to be presented to Planning and Works Committee for their
endorsement on Tuesday, September 10, 2013. Pending Committee endorsement, final
approval of the Recommended Design Alternative will be considered by Regional Council on
Wednesday September 18, 2013. All members of the public who have expressed an
interest in this project will be notified directly of all future opportunities for comment before a
final decision is made for this project.
Based on receiving project approval of the Recommended Design Alternative in September
2013, construction of the project is scheduled to commence in Spring 2016 and be
completed by late fall 2016.

CORPORATE STRATEGIC PLAN:
Construction of the proposed Notre Dame Drive and Snyder’s Road improvements meets
the Region’s (2011 – 2014) Corporate Strategic Plan Objective 2.2 to develop, optimize and
maintain infrastructure to meet current and projected needs under Focus Area 2, “Growth
Management and Prosperity”.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The Region’s 2013 Transportation Capital Program and Ten Year Forecast includes funding
of $4,945,000 between 2013-2016 for this project to be funded from the Roads
Rehabilitation Reserve Fund.
ATTACHMENTS:
Appendix A - Key Plan
Appendix B - Proposed Typical Cross-sections May 1, 2012 (PCC # 1)
Appendix C - Proposed Typical Cross-sections February 28, 2013 (PCC # 2)
Appendix D - Public Consultation Centre Comments (May 2012 and February 2013)
PREPARED BY: Bob Wheildon, Senior Project Manager, Transportation Base Program
APPROVED BY: Thomas Schmidt, Commissioner, Transportation and Environmental Services
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APPENDIX A
KEY PLAN
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Appendix B-1
Typical Cross Sections (PCC # 1)
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Appendix B-2
Typical Cross Sections (PCC # 1)
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Appendix B-3
Typical Cross Section (PCC#1)
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Appendix B-4
Typical Cross Sections (PCC #1)
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Appendix C-1
Typical Cross Section (PCC # 2)
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Appendix C-2
Typical Cross Section (PCC # 2)
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Appendix C-3
Typical Cross Section (PCC # 2)
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Appendix C-4
Typical Cross Section (PCC # 2)
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Appendix D
Notre Dame Drive /Snyder’s Road Reconstruction Petersburg, Township of Wilmot
Public Consultation Centre – May 1, 2012

Name

Comment

Stefica
Kovacevic,

Please put speed limit to 50 kms (some people drive 80 kms or
more)
It would be nice to have advanced light for turns.

Brigitte Bent,

Bill Madill

Adam Beach

DOCS 1387737

In
Favour

50 km speed limit
Advanced light for turn

We do not need curbs and sidewalks to go nowhere. We need a
new road and paved shoulder, spend our money smarter not
stupider. This sidewalk would be almost on my front porch and I
have no retaining wall as shown on plan.

Do you realize this is Petersburg and not a big town/city that
requires sidewalks? If you took the time to see how many people
walk in Petersburg, you’d realize there is basically no one. The
money wasted in this project would only harm the people in
Petersburg, rather than help them. There is no point in
maintaining the sidewalks (shovelling) when no one is using

N

N

Project Team Response


A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



Initial investigation indicated no advance green signal
warranted. Warrants for an advance green will be reexamined.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



Initial investigation indicated no advance green signal
warranted. Warrants for an advance green will be reexamined.



Sidewalks and curbs are as per the Region approved
Context Sensitive Design Guidelines. Sidewalk is
anticipated to encourage more walking as an active mode
of transportation and provide a safer environment for
pedestrians. Curbs will make roadway seem more
confined for vehicles, and discourage higher speeds; In
addition the curb (and storm sewer) will address some of
the significant issues with road drainage flowing onto
private property, replacement of the aging storm sewers
that are in poor condition and address identified flooding
problems.



Drawings will be reviewed and revised with respect to
existing retaining wall as shown on drawings. Sidewalks
are on road right of way, and staff will meet with property
owners where sidewalk is proposed close to their homes.



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



Any impacted trees will be replaced on at least a “2 for 1”
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Name

Comment

Steve
Bechthold

them. Also, what about the trees? You cut down these trees for
the useless sidewalks, what’s the point? You’re right, there is
none.
This is the worst thing you could do to the town, put a paved
shoulder and redo the road and leave the rest alone

Lewis Straus

DOCS 1387737

Not one tree should be cut down!!!
We need our turn lanes.
I am concerned about loss of parking for the Blue Moon and also
residents.
What month was the survey done?
How do you think we can afford this project?

In
Favour

Project Team Response
basis

N

N



Bicycle lanes are proposed to encourage cycling as an
active mode of transportation (Active Transportation Plan)
and will fill gaps in the local cycling route network.



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



Curbs will make roadway seem more confined for
vehicles, and discourage higher speeds; In addition the
curb (and storm sewer) will address some of the
significant issues with road drainage flowing onto private
property, replacement of the aging storm sewers that are
in poor condition and address identified flooding
problems.



Any impacted trees will be replaced on at least a “2 for 1”
basis.



No change to pavement width on Snyder’s Road at
intersection with Notre Dame Drive. Pavement width will
allow vehicles to bypass turning vehicles waiting for
oncoming traffic.



On street parking will be reviewed, including the
completion of another parking study. Many customers of
the Blue Moon currently park on the Region Road right-ofway. The Blue Moon parking lot can be configured to
allow at least 92 parked vehicles. The preliminary plan
proposed two full accesses to the Blue Moon parking lot
on the east side of Notre Dame Dr. to control and improve
safety of egress and ingress to the parking lot and to
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In
Favour

Project Team Response
Notre Dame Dr.

Jeff Lang

Jim Bender

DOCS 1387737

I don’t think that sidewalks are necessary. My choice would be
to spend this money on other needed projects.

Bob, we spoke briefly about the reconstruction of Petersburg
(during the Public Consultation on May 1), and curbs and
sidewalks being installed when the storm drains & roads are
revamped but I still can`t understand the why of adding sidewalks
and a bicycle lane for a small community of 300 - 350 people
certainly the small population would not warrant the cost of
adding curbs and sidewalks where a wider paved shoulder would
suffice. Presently we have the liberty of street parking and with
the proposed changes, we would lose that liberty. Where do you
propose people park when if someone has a family gathering at
home or when there is an event occurring at the local park?
Just curious was the populous of Petersburg polled about how
they feel about these changes or do we not have any say in what
changes are made to the village in which we have chosen to
reside? My wife said to go with what the regional government

N



Parking Demand Study was completed in February 2012.
An additional Parking Demand Study is being completed
in the summer of 2012.



Project is being paid out of the Region of Waterloo
property tax base and this project has been budgeted by
the Region of Waterloo in their Ten Year Capital
Forecast. Petersburg residents do not pay for the work
directly, but is paid out of property tax funds from all
residents of the Region of Waterloo.



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



Project is proposed due to poor pavement condition, lack
of safe pedestrian and cycling facilities, and to address
drainage problems.



Bicycle lanes are proposed to encourage cycling as an
active mode of transportation (Active Transportation Plan)
and will fill gaps in the local cycling route network.



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



Curbs will make roadway seem more confined for
vehicles, and discourage higher speeds; In addition the
curb (and storm sewer) will address some of the
significant issues with road drainage flowing onto private
property, replacement of the aging storm sewers that are
in poor condition and address identified flooding
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Comment
wishes to do and then move once it is completed but I like living
here but if sidewalks are installed there will be no choice in the
matter but to move elsewhere. As I am sure that the clearance
of snow on the new sidewalks during the winter season will fall to
the individual homeowners as stated in the existing Wilmot
Township bylaw concerning snow removal , I would find it an
extra burden to clear away more snow as I already need to take
care of now. Presently with the paved shoulders the clearing of
snow
is
done
by
the
regional
snow
plows.
Plus will this unnecessary expenditure cause an increase in our
taxes?
Personally I feel the added expense of curbs and sidewalks an
expense that is unwelcome during our current economic
environment.

Karin
Demerling

DOCS 1387737

Our company, registered as property tax owner 1494807
Ontario Inc., have two properties that are on the proposed
reconstruction area and we are also residents at 31 Alice Cr in
Petersburg. Karin also managers the church cemetery in
Petersburg on the south-west side of Notre Dame Drive.
Regarding the Cemetery, at the meeting we spoke to someone
regarding the entrance areas into the cemetery and have
requested that the entrance curb be large enough to allow
large trucks and equipment access at both entrances to the
cemetery. I also have a concern with no parking allowed
along that portion of Notre Dame Drive. In the event of a
funeral, there is no parking available except for the hotel

In
Favour

Project Team Response
problems.


On street parking will be reviewed, including the
completion of another parking study.



The public consultation centre is the first opportunity for
the residents of Petersburg to provide comments on the
proposed reconstruction details. The proposed details
are in accordance with the Region approved Context
Sensitive Design Guidelines approved for similar
communities in the Region of Waterloo.



Clearing of snow from the proposed sidewalks is the
responsibility of the property owner as per Township of
Wilmot Bylaw. This is similar to most other rural and
urban communities.



Project is being paid out of the Region of Waterloo
property tax base and this project has been budgeted by
the Region of Waterloo in their Ten Year Capital
Forecast. Petersburg residents do not pay for the work
directly, but is paid out of property tax funds from all
residents of the Region of waterloo.



Curbs at Cemetery Entrance will be reviewed and revised
to allow large trucks to access cemetery.



Parking on the west side of Notre Dame Drive at the
cemetery will be reviewed with the project team. This
may include “Parking for Cemetery Access Only”.



Designation for 1688 Snyder’s Road will be reviewed, and
drawings corrected as required.



Entrance to the manufacturing business (1688 Snyder’s
Road) will be reviewed to ensure it can accommodate
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Comment
across the street. I would like to request that two-three large
parking spots be made at the cemetery on the south-west side
of Notre Dame to allow a hearse and funeral car to park during
the event of a funeral. The caskets are extremely heavy and
we would like to be able to have the hearse close access to
the site and in consideration of the bereaved, we would like to
have a parking spot for the vehicle transporting them. It is
presumptuous to assume that in the event of a funeral that the
people attending the funeral would be able to park in the hotel
parking lot and there are some people who are not
comfortable with doing that. In time of wet or snowy weather,
the cemetery grounds can become soft and we are cautious of
vehicle traffic inside the graveside area. Our cemetery is not
large enough to warrant us building proper roads or lanes
inside it to allow for traffic and parking.
Regarding our property at 1688 Snyder’s Road. On the
detailed drawings at the public meeting, it was indicated that
this property is a Listed Heritage site. Please remove this
detail as it is incorrect. The house is only 60 years old and
does not qualify for this designation. We use this property for
a manufacturing business and would like to ensure that the
entrance remains the size that it is. We have large trucks
backing in and out of the property to access the back shop.
Regarding our property at 1611 Snyder’s Road E. This
property has frontage on the east and west side of Alder Creek
and has the creek running through it. On your detail drawings
at the meeting, it was indicated that a storm pipe would be
installed in the ditch on the east side of Alder Creek on the
sound side of Snyder’s Road. This is a very steep ditch and
we are challenged to mow and maintain it now. We would
request that the grading done there would leave the slope no
steeper than 3:1. Our intent is to build an industrial building on
that vacant lot in the near future and we would like to be able
to maintain the landscape. We question if you are planning to
do any reconstruction on the west side of the creek as well.

DOCS 1387737

In
Favour

Project Team Response
large tractor trailers.


Slopes on the road embankment in front of 1611 Snyder’s
Road will be reviewed and a 3:1 slope will try to be
accommodated. If the vacant lot is developed the
approval of the grading plans for the development may
address the slope issues.



There is no significant reconstruction of Snyder’s Road on
the west side of the creek, but the slopes will be reviewed
in this location also.



There are not any plans as part of this road reconstruction
project to dredge the creek. However these comments
will be forwarded to the GRCA.



The path on the west side of Notre Dame Drive from Cecil
Kennedy Court to the Park will be reviewed for acceptable
use for pedestrian use.



On the west side of the church entrance, rollover curb is
currently being proposed. However, this does not
necessarily mean that parking can occur behind the curb.
The entire parking issue within the project limits is being
reviewed.



The issue of parking and sidewalks is being reviewed by
the project team.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.
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In
Favour

Project Team Response

When the region installed the drainage pipe along that side of
the ditch, large rocks were placed in the ditch towards the
creek. The bank remains very steep there as well, and
mowing is a challenge as well. The creek itself is slowing
filling with sediment and we wonder if there are any plans to
dredge and clean up the creek as well in the future.
Regarding the reconstruction in general and areas of concern
to us asresidents:
The design for construction of a sidewalk along Notre Dame
Drive to the park on the west side of the road is a questionable
idea. Most people access the park along a worn path in the
ditch on that side of the road. Could this path not be made
wider and more user friendly as a park access? It would keep
people off the road and save some costs as there is not
enough width on the hill now to create a sidewalk beside the
guard rail.
Regarding the church on Snyder’s Road in Petersburg. The
lawn space on the west side of the church entrance is used as
overflow parking for the church on the occasions of events
such as funerals and weddings. Installing a curb along this
side restricts the access to this area. It is difficult to access
this area via the church driveway as there is a tree and the
septic tank alongside the driveway now. A rollover curb would
make more sense in this area to ease the access for those
occasions.
We, as residents and property owners in Petersburg, feel the
installation of sidewalks and curbs is an un-necessary
expense. Our village is not large enough to warrant such a
large undertaking and the growth of the village is restricted so
we will not get any bigger. We question why we are not just
getting paved shoulders, bike lanes and rollover curbs, similar
to St. Agatha and Wellesley. This type of construction would
provide pedestrians and cyclists with a paved area to walk and
cycle on as well as providing parking in areas that require it on
occasion. We would also recommend that the speed limit be

DOCS 1387737
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In
Favour

Project Team Response

reduced to 50km from 60 km to manage the traffic especially
the truck traffic from the gravel pits in this area.
Thank you for the opportunity to view the planning as it
proceeds. We look forward to another public meeting and
some feedback and updates of the process as it moves
forward.
Anne Marie
Ryckman

It was a pleasure to meet you at the Rebel Creek Public
Consultation.
Please find my two comment sheets attached. One is for my
residential property and the other for my parcel of land with the
red barn and shed on it.



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



The path on the west side of Notre Dame Drive from Cecil
Kennedy Court to the Park will be reviewed for acceptable
use for pedestrian use.



On street parking will be reviewed, including the
completion of another parking study.



Any impacted trees will be replaced on at least a “2 for 1”
basis.



Parking on the west side of Notre Dame Drive at the
cemetery will be reviewed with the project team. This
may include “Parking for Cemetery Access Only”.



All residents and all people who signed in and provided
their address will be kept informed of further public
consultation forums.

1637 Snyder’s Road East
Basically I am not in favour of the proposed plan due to the
impact on local business, green space and home owners.
Petersburg does not get enough pedestrian traffic to warrant
sidewalks. The only place a sidewalk could be useful is from
the lights to the railing that starts at the corner of the park. A
gravel walkway could start there and go down into the park.
Children on our end of Petersburg are all over 12 years of age
and can safely walk to the store, etc. when required. It has
been suggested that new markings for bicycle lanes would
provide sufficient and safe walking space throughout town. We
do not require parking spaces anywhere down our end of
town, not in front of my home nor across from the Gas Station.
In fact it would bother myself and the children if strangers
parked there as there is no local business or reason for
someone to park out front our home. Our neighbourhood has
ample parking in driveways. We would hate to lose our trees
and green space in our community. Many would fight to keep
these from an environmental standpoint.
Please consider saving the tax payers money and keep this
plan simplified and not disrupt local business and our small
community. On a personal note, I understand the parking in

DOCS 1387737
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In
Favour

Project Team Response

front of the graveyard would be taken away. My late husband
is buried there and we are close enough to walk however there
are many that rely on that area at front for personal visitation.
Especially the elderly. Please also keep this in mind.
I would like to be kept informed of further plans and changes.
Many thanks for your time and again it was a pleasure to meet
with you and review the proposed reconstruction.
Anne Marie
Ryckman

Parcel LT 6 RP 58R5810 Pt 29 (Red Barn & Shed Only)

N

No sidewalk required in front of non-residential property.
Cannot maintain sidewalk. Very few pedestrians walk this
road. This is a complete waste of taxpayer’s money. There is
enough room on side for the few cyclists that go through town.
There is enough room for current bicycle traffic. No parking
spots required as driveways are large enough to
accommodate. All children are over 12 years of age and walk
safely when on street therefore no sidewalks required.
Propose re-lining bicycle lanes only. Do not waste taxpayer’s
money.

Gary and
Joanne
Beach

DOCS 1387737

We are strongly opposed to the proposal to install sidewalks in
Petersburg. With such a small population in our community,
there is not enough pedestrian traffic to warrant this expense and
intrusion on so many properties. There are numerous older
homes whose front entrance is already very close to the road.
Installing sidewalks will infringe on their and our privacy as well
as destroy many old trees. We feel the residents would be much
better serviced to have fully paved shoulders throughout this

N



Sidewalk is meant for all residents/visitors. Sidewalk is
anticipated to encourage more walking as an active mode
of transportation and provide a safer environment for
pedestrians.



Township by-law is similar to most other municipalities in
that property owner is responsible to clear snow from
sidewalk.



Current parking spaces have been located based in part
on whether private properties have “adequate” space in
their driveways.



Bicycle lanes on existing shoulder location will impede
parking in some areas. Curb and gutter (and storm
sewer) will address some of the significant issues with
road drainage flowing onto private property, replace the
aging storm sewers that are in poor condition and
address identified flooding problems.



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



All new sidewalks are proposed to be placed within the
Region Road Allowance.



Any trees removed will be replaced by new trees on at
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Project Team Response

small community and lower the speed limit to 50 km/hr.

Julie Leibold

Doug Jordan

DOCS 1387737

We live on a busy road. Cars and trucks (dump trucks
especially) travel very fast on the road. It is a danger and
noisy to walk let alone cycle on the road. Road needs repair
more than anything else

Comments or concerns regarding this project:
1) fix the roadbed in a timely manner and level the road
appropriately to allow the existing shoulder to be fully paved to
allow for walkers and bikers.
2) we neither need or want curbs, boulevards or sidewalks.
We are semi-country and wish to remain so, and do not need
the tax increase that will ultimately result from this project.
3) do not place turn lanes like they are in St. Agatha as it is
now a PITA to turn and keep traffic moving in that town since it
was updated.

least a 2:1 basis.

N

N



Paved shoulders do not fully address the pedestrian and
cycling safety issues, nor address some of the significant
issues with road drainage flowing onto private property,
replacement of the aging storm sewers that are in poor
condition or address identified flooding problems.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



Curb and gutters should help confine openness of
roadway and help encourage slower speeds by
delineation of the active road elements from the
boulevard and passive road elements.



Bicycle lanes are proposed to encourage cycling as an
active mode of transportation (Active Transportation Plan)
and will fill gaps in the local cycling route network.



If shoulder left in place and used for parking, there is no
room for cyclists and pedestrian.



Curbs will make roadway seem more confined for
vehicles, and discourage higher speeds; In addition the
curb (and storm sewer) will address some of the
significant issues with road drainage flowing onto private
property, replacement of the aging storm sewers that are
in poor condition and address identified flooding
problems.



Project is being paid out of the Region of Waterloo
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Project Team Response
property tax base and this project has been budgeted by
the Region of Waterloo in their Ten Year Capital
Forecast. Petersburg residents do not pay for the work
directly, but is paid out of property tax funds from all
residents of the Region of Waterloo.

D. Stewart

Dr. & Mrs.
Gary Spoar

Do not feel required at this time. Totally against removing so
many trees and imposing on property owners and their privacy.
Growth is not possible in Petersburg at this time. Cost not
warranted. Taxes are much too high already. Speed limits
should be lowered to 50 km. Roads need improvement.

We would desire only repaved roads, paved shoulders and
cycling lanes.
The speed limit should be decreased to 50 from 60 kph to
coincide with all the other communities of this size.

DOCS 1387737

N



No turn lanes are being proposed, however there will be
sufficient room for vehicles to bypass other vehicles on
Snyder’s Road waiting to make turns.



Any trees removed will be replaced by new trees on at
least a 2:1 basis.



No extra lanes are proposed (i.e. no growth proposed in
Petersburg).



Road needs structural improvements and drainage issues
need addressing.



Project is being paid out of the Region of Waterloo
property tax base and this project has been budgeted by
the Region of Waterloo in their Ten Year Capital
Forecast. Petersburg residents do not pay for the work
directly, but is paid out of property tax funds from all
residents of the Region of Waterloo.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.
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Jae Jing

Some concerns are: currently a lot of our traffic flow of customers
come from transport truckers who park along the streets because
there is just no room to park in the parking lot. We feel that the
new proposal for additional of sidewalks and bike lanes will
impede the ability of these customers to park in a convenient
manner thereby losing these customers. Will you designate
spots for transport trucks or parking permit sign? How to plan to
address the issue?

Elizabeth
Balcerch

A traffic study should be carried out. Reducing the speed limit to
50 km/hr in Petersburg on Notre Dame Drive should be
considered, especially if the intention is to increase bicycle and
foot traffic along this road. An advance green turning signal on
Notre Dame for individuals turning East should be considered as
there are time where cars need to wait for two cycles of lights
before they can get through.

In
Favour
N

Trevor
Crossman &
Helen
Southwood

If you are replacing or moving the telephone poles, we would like
the one at the end of our driveway moved about 3 feet away. If
there is money in the budget, we would like a light on the pole for
the night use of the postal boxes

Y

Clare Roth

Repavement with bike lanes is all that is needed, no sidewalks
and curbs. Except for about 5 lots, this residential area will not
grow which you already know. Don’t waste our money and then
increase our taxes on top of it to pay for it.

N

DOCS 1387737

Project Team Response


On street parking will be reviewed, including the
completion of another parking study.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



Traffic signal timing and requirements will be reviewed.



No significant hydro pole relocations are required.



Upgrades to streetlighting is being reviewed.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



Improvements are to address existing poor pavement
condition, drainage issues and pedestrian and cyclist
safety.



Project is being paid out of the Region of Waterloo
property tax base and this project has been budgeted by
the Region of Waterloo in their Ten Year Capital
Forecast. Petersburg residents do not pay for the work
directly, but is paid out of property tax funds from all
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Project Team Response
residents of the Region of Waterloo.

Eileen Lang

Rick & Linda
Sernoski

DOCS 1387737

Sidewalks – Does Petersburg need sidewalks? Who will use
them? Have managed for years without them. Big obligation to
keep them clean, where will the snow go – “back on the street”?
Could this portion of monies be better used – i.e. every spring we
have potholes that should be repaired. We may not get monies
we expect in the future, please take heed.

We have been at the open house at Rebel Creek and the town
meeting at the Blue Moon. We are NOT in favour of the
Project Team's proposed changes.
Here are our comments/suggestions regarding this.
- Lower the speed limit to 50km - all other surrounding
towns/villages (Mannheim, St. Agatha) have this speed limit
- Pave the road and shoulders for people to walk and bikes
- The money that would be saved by not putting curbs,
sidewalks, boulevards and replanting trees would probably pay
for much needed bike paths connecting to St. Agatha and New
Dundee
- Keep parking on at least one side of the road, but preferably
both sides
- Re do your parking survey during the summer on a weekend,
instead of February!
Thank you for taking the time to be at the open house and the
town meeting. We look forward to hearing back from you with
changes requested by the majority of the community

N

N



Sidewalk is meant for all residents/visitors. Sidewalk is
anticipated to encourage more walking as an active mode
of transportation and provide a safer environment for
pedestrians.



Township by-law is similar to most other municipalities in
that property owner is responsible to clear snow from
sidewalk.



Project construction is proposed for 2014 and will be
subject to Council approval of Roads Capital Program as
part of 2014 budget.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder



Improvements are to address existing poor pavement
condition, drainage issues and pedestrian and cyclist
safety.



As roads between St. Agatha, (Petersburg) and New
Dundee are resurfaced an additional pavement width is
being constructed and painted which accommodates
cyclists.



Parking Demand Study was completed in February 2012,
including a Saturday. An additional Parking Demand
Study is being completed in the summer of 2012
(including a Saturday).
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Lucy
Simpson

1. Parking spots are not useful for our residence as our
driveway provides ample parking. They also contribute to
unsafe crossing to the store due to high speed traffic through
Petersburg.
2. Unnecessary tree removal and addition of sidewalks should
be replaced with a bike lane only and newly paved roads.

N

Repave roads and shoulders only for now. I have a 25’ dug
well that you would disturb if sidewalks and median were to be
installed.

N

Dan Simpson

Allan Beach

The Mahoney
Family

DOCS 1387737

I do not agree with the road construction because of the
negative impact it will have on local businesses and because
of the increased maintenance it will create for businesses and
residents. People moved to Petersburg not to live in the city
but to live in the country and I believe that this reconstruction
would not fit with the feel and look of Petersburg. I hope that
you will evaluate and reconsider the proposed reconstruction.
In regard to the changes proposed for the village of
Petersburg.
I as a person who has lived in Petersburg all my life and my
family for over forty years, feel that a boulevard is not
necessary. Sidewalks would be a nice touch but not necessary
if the shoulders were paved. Paved shoulders would also take
care of the bike lane. There is not much biking or walking in
the village and bike lanes would not help if they ended after
the village.
The main concern is re-pave the road and mainly lower
the speed limit to 50km. On May 10th the day of the last
meeting we were going right on 60km as we broke over the hill
by Bud Dietrichs coming into the village a car pulled out and

N

Project Team Response


Current parking spaces have been located based in part
on whether private properties have “adequate” space in
their driveways.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder



Will review well location and minimize impacts due to
road reconstruction



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



Township by-law is similar to most other large and small
municipalities in that property owner is responsible to
clear snow from sidewalk



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



As roads between St. Agatha, (Petersburg) and New
Dundee are resurfaced an additional pavement width is
being constructed and painted which accommodates
cyclists.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.
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Project Team Response

passed us, maybe we need some raider checks every now
and then.
The paving needs to be done sooner than 2020 and if left until
then the price will go up.
In our opinion and 78% of the village people repaved
roads, paved shoulders and lower the speed limit to 50km
would make most of the village happy.
Kathy and
Gary Wagner

DOCS 1387737

Do not need sidewalks
Widen and pave shoulders to accommodate both bikers and
walkers
Park does not need a sidewalk beside because there is
already a path that everyone uses so maybe the path can just
be improved
Do not want sidewalks to shovel
Do not want an increase in taxes just to make the road pretty



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



The path on the west side of Notre Dame Drive from Cecil
Kennedy Court to the Park will be reviewed for acceptable
use for pedestrian use.



Township by-law is similar to most other large and small
municipalities in that property owner is responsible to
clear snow from sidewalk



Project is being paid out of the Region of Waterloo
property tax base and this project has been budgeted by
the Region of Waterloo in their Ten Year Capital
Forecast. Petersburg residents do not pay for the work
directly, but is paid out of property tax funds from all
residents of the Region of Waterloo.



Project is meant to improve drainage and road base
issues and improve safety for cyclists and pedestrians.
Simply repaving shoulders at a significant cost would not
address these significant issues.
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Name

Comment

Bev Finnegan

46 residents of Petersburg attended the meeting along with
the Mayor of Wilmot Les Armstrong, Bob Wheildon from the
Region of Waterloo and Dave Hallman from MTE
We took a written survey from residents that attended. There
results are:
98% of the people do not want the Project Teams proposed
changes
87% want a paved shoulder only
4.5% would like it the same as now
4.5% want sidewalks on one side
2% want the proposed plan
2% were undecided



These comments, from only a portion of the residents, will
be taken into consideration along with all the other
comments and issues that need to be addressed
including road structure, drainage and safety issues.

Stephanie
Beach

I have read the proposal and have several concerns regarding
the proposed reconstruction
1. The elimination of the paved shoulders which are used for
overflow parking at businesses and residents.
2. The elimination of parking for local businesses and
residents because of the addition of the boulevards and
sidewalks.
3. The addition of sidewalks. We are a small town with a
limited population and I do not believe that we have enough
people walking on the streets to warrant sidewalks.
4. The addition of extra street lights which will automatically
occur with the addition of boulevards.
5. The addition of on road parking is limited and in the wrong
spots. I do not believe that the limited 2 day parking study that
counted the ‘typical’ number of vehicles parking on the street
in Petersburg took into account the size of the vehicle. A
number of the vehicles that park on the North side of Snyder’s
road are buses, transport trucks or vehicles with trailers, which
would not be able to fit in the proposed parking spots. Also,
the parking spots are on the South side of the road and there



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



Parking Demand Study was completed in February 2012,
including a Saturday. An additional Parking Demand
Study is being completed in the summer of 2012
(including a Saturday).



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



Installation of illumination is being reviewed and does not
automatically occur with addition of sidewalks.



Any trees removed will be replaced by new trees on at
least a 2:1 basis.



As roads between St. Agatha, (Petersburg) and New
Dundee are resurfaced an additional pavement width is

DOCS 1387737

Project Team Response
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is no location for these larger vehicles to turn around in order
to come back into Petersburg in order to park.
6. The removal and destruction of approximately 25 trees and
bushes because of the additional boulevards and sidewalks.
7. The possible removal and destruction of approx. 58 trees
and bushes because of the additional boulevards and
sidewalks.
8. The fact that the bike lanes are only being added within the
construction zone and not within the full boundaries of
Petersburg. There is no point to add these bike lanes if they
just end into gravel shoulders within a short distance away
from the intersection.
9. The speed limit continuing to stay at 60km/hr instead of
being reduced to 50 km/hr.
I found it disconcerting that the Project Team consisted of staff
from the Region of Waterloo and the Township of Wilmot but
no one specifically from the City of Petersburg. I believe that if
the residents of Petersburg had been included within the initial
project design then the initial design might have been more
catered towards what the residents of Petersburg actually
want.

Project Team Response
being constructed and painted which accommodates
cyclists.


A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



The design (curb & gutter, sidewalk etc.) is based on
guidelines that were developed by Regional Council
including an extensive public process. Regional Roads
serve more than a “local” purpose and connects various
parts of the Region. The design guidelines are meant to
provide a “community feel” and slow traffic down
somewhat. Public comments as part of the Public
Consultation Centre as well as other future opportunities
will be taken into consideration along with all the other
issues that need to be addressed including road
structure, drainage and safety issues.

Andrew
Bennett

I do not want sidewalks and boulevards. I just want a paved
shoulder with rollup curbs.

N



Paved shoulders (even with a rollover curb) do not
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.

Mr. J.
Adolphe

Are you in favour of the Project Team's proposed
changes? NO
Comments or Concerns regarding this project:
I personally like the efficiency of the road usage as it is.
Farmers equipment can drive, ride, or pass through on
Snyder's Road East just fine, however, this project will
significantly and directly affect farming culture as it appears to
perhaps be an over-site from the Region of Waterloo.

N



Proposed new traffic lanes will be more than adequate
width for all vehicles under the Highway Traffic Act.



This project was initiated due to the poor pavement
condition, drainage issues and lack of safe facilities for
pedestrian and cyclists, and has been included in the
Regions Ten Year capital Roads Program for several
years.

DOCS 1387737
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I also, see through the presented project that it is also part of a
much bigger development plan unknown yet to the public
which will in the future open doors for other major urbanization
of Petersburg.
I am interested to know the source that introduced the idea for
this project (real estate personnel, developer, stakeholder(s)...)
other than those cited in doc#1128857 V.1E.
I am interested to know how this project will directly impact my
property?
Although, bike lanes are ideal for those whom ask for it, they
are not appropriate in rural areas.
Sue Hache

David Sisco

DOCS 1387737

I am against the proposed road reconstruction because I do
not feel that it is in the best interest of Petersburg.
The cookie cutter intersection is better suited for inner city
intersections and not the rural area of Petersburg. I believe
that the recommended changes will not only hurt the
businesses and local residents but will also take away from the
country atmosphere of the historical area of Petersburg.
All residents really want is the resurfacing of the roads and
shoulders. It is too bad that the residents of Petersburg weren't
spoken with prior to the plan being designed in order to better
understand what the people actually want.
The only parts that I agree with are the roads being repaved
and the addition of bike lanes.

I’ve lived at 12 Alice Crescent for 18 years and will not be
directly impacted by the reconstruction, but will be indirectly.
- Not sure that in all locations there is a need for sidewalks on
both sides of the street. Situations where they should be
avoided include;
Where the homes are below the c/l grade of the road, (i.e.

N

Project Team Response


Region staff can meet with private property owners to
review what the drawings anticipate the impacts to
property will be.



Bicycle lanes are proposed to encourage cycling as an
active mode of transportation (Active Transportation Plan)
and will fill gaps in the local cycling route network.



The design (curb & gutter, sidewalk etc.) is based on
guidelines that were developed by Regional Council
including an extensive public process. Regional Roads
serve more than a “local” purpose and connects various
parts of the Region. The design guidelines are meant to
provide a “community feel” and slow traffic down
somewhat.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



Public comments as part of the Public Consultation
Centre as well as other future opportunities will be taken
into consideration along with all the other issues that need
to be addressed including road structure, drainage and
safety issues.



Sidewalk needs and location are being reviewed by the
Project Team.



Any trees removed will be replaced by new trees on at
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1717 and 1723 Snyder’s Road)
Where there presence will result in the removal of numerous
mature trees, (i.e. 1634 Snyder’s Road)
In situations where there might be a sidewalk on only one side
of the road, a reduced speed limit (50k/h) will facilitate
pedestrians crossing the street to access the sidewalk.
The two most significant commercial ‘retail’ businesses are the
Old Fashion Restaurant/Petro Canada Gas Bar and the Blue
Moon and retaining some form of parking access to those sites
by their customers must be re-assessed.
Old Fashion: I do have concerns with the large transport
trucks that parallel park on the west side of Notre Dame just
north of the gas bar entrance as it makes egressing the site
very difficult, however, trucks that park on the east side are
much less of a problem as long as Warren Betchold can see
past them.
Blue Moon: I would be strongly supportive of a roll curb along
the 700 ft frontage of the Blue Moon, thereby allowing them to
continue to have parking in front of the patio and front doors.
I’d be nice to see the garbage bins moved to the back
somewhere, but logistically, I don’t know how that would affect
their internal garbage disposal. If they got to keep their patio
parking, surely they’d be willing to compromise somewhere
else.
Bike lanes are needed.
Turning lanes are needed. As it is now, if the first south bound
vehicle (at the lights) is making a left turn in the a.m.,
sometimes no one else gets through the light because of the
hard curb on the gas bar side. At least with north bound, once
the first vehicle enters the intersection, straight through/right
turn traffic can get by.
Reduced speed limit.
In terms of consistency, New Dundee, Mannheim, Baden, St.
Agatha and Bamburg, all are posted 50 k/h.
If residents overall don’t want hard curb, boulevards,
sidewalks, (which in my experience will slow down traffic), then
the speed limit should be reduced, (and enforced).
Boulevard trees would be nice too.
If construction is pushed to 2020, then some remedial surface
repair needs to be done on the road and shoulders.

DOCS 1387737

In
Favour

Project Team Response
least a 2:1 basis


A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



On street parking will be reviewed, including the
completion of another parking study.



In order to reduce conflict points for vehicles entering and
existing (sometimes backing onto the Region Roads)
confining the access points is an important consideration.
Access to the Blue Moon will still be provided by means
of two relatively “wide”.



Accesses for both the Blue Moon and the Variety
Store/gas Bar will accommodate large trucks.



Truck access for delivery of products and pick up of waste
will be reviewed by the project team to minimize the
impact on the operation of the business.



Bicycle lanes are proposed to encourage cycling as an
active mode of transportation (Active Transportation Plan)
and will fill gaps in the local cycling route network.



The intersection of Notre Dame and Snyder’s will be the
same width as the current intersection, and curb and
gutter and stop bar locations will be designed to allow
large truck movements. The current configuration of right
turn lanes on Snyder’s Road currently allows vehicles to
bypass turning vehicles, and the intersection width will still
allow this with no confusing right turn lanes painted.



Boulevard trees are proposed in suitable locations and
will be determined once the road cross-section is
finalized.
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Joe and Lisa
Cvar

Jim Hiller

DOCS 1387737

Comment

In
Favour

We reside on Notre Dame Dr. in Petersburg. We do not agree
with the Proposed Changes made at the Public Consultation
Meeting on May 1, 2012. We do agree that work does need to
be done to our road. The condition of our road is terrible. The
region did a temporary patch job partially in front of our house
in 2010 (I believe).
There is a substantial amount of truck traffic on this road as
well as commuter traffic. The speed limit should be dropped to
50 km/hr from 60 km/hr. This will slow the deterioration of the
road as well as provide safety for cyclists and pedestrians.
Can you name a town in Waterloo region that has a speed
limit of 60 km/hr? Off the top of my head I can't.
The drainage on our road is terrible. Our neighbours front
lawn always floods during heavy rain. The roadside in front of
their home also stays quite wet.
I do understand that this project has been moved from 2014 to
2020. That is way too long of a wait. If it is a matter of cost,
then pave the roads and shoulders so cyclists and pedestrians
can safely use the road. Eliminating the curbs and sidewalks.
This will save costs as well as mature trees.

Fix the road (if you must, I see nothing wrong with it)
Put turning lanes at intersection especially left turn heading

N

Project Team Response


Project construction is proposed for 2014 and will be
subject to Council approval of Roads Capital Program as
part of 2014 budget.



This project was initiated due to the poor pavement
condition, drainage issues and lack of safe facilities for
pedestrian and cyclists, and has been included in the
Regions Ten Year capital Roads Program for several
years.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



Curbs will make roadway seem more confined for
vehicles, and discourage higher speeds; In addition the
curb (and storm sewer) will address some of the
significant issues with road drainage flowing onto private
property, replace the aging storm sewers that are in poor
condition and address identified flooding problems.



Project construction is proposed for 2014 and will be
subject to Council approval of Roads Capital Program as
part of 2014 budget.



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



Any trees removed will be replaced by new trees on at
least a 2:1 basis



Road base is deteriorating and must be repaired.
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north on Notre Dame turning left onto Snyder’s Road
**Lower speed limit to 40-50 km/hr.
Do not restrict parking on road

John Bennett

Carrie Muise

DOCS 1387737

I am against the project teams proposed changes as they
would seriously impact the day-to-day operations at the Blue
Moon and cause considerable hardship and expense to the
business.
We don’t need sidewalks and grassed blvds. All we need is
mountable curbs with gutters and asphalt shoulders that we
can walk, bike and park on. This would also create less of an
impact on trees and lands to meet the existing grading.

I feel a paved shoulder would work better than having three
other additions of bike lanes, boulevard and sidewalk which
would put the sidewalks almost on our front porch and remove
two parking spaces from our driveway

Project Team Response
Existing drainage issues must be addressed.

N

N



Intersection operations will be reviewed, but initial
detailed review indicated no turn lanes required. On
Snyder’s Road current pavement width being maintained,
to allow vehicles to bypass turning vehicles. Additional
turn lanes will result in more property impacts.



A speed survey will be undertaken. Speed limit will be
reviewed after the results of the speed survey are known.



On street parking will be reviewed, including the
completion of another parking study



Paved shoulders (even with a rollover curb) do not
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



Any trees removed will be replaced by new trees on at
least a 2:1 basis



Boulevard trees are proposed in suitable locations and
will be determined once the road cross-section is
finalized.



Truck access for delivery of products and pick up of waste
will be reviewed by the project team to minimize the
impact on the operation of the business.



Paved shoulders (even with a rollover curb) do not
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



All physical improvements (curb, gutter, boulevard and
sidewalk) are proposed for the Region road allowance
only. Some grading will occur on private property to
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Project Team Response
match existing grades to proposed new road/sidewalk
grades. If driveway is being shortened, it is all occurring
on the road allowance (not private property).

Conrad Lang

Bev Finnegan

DOCS 1387737

The cost factor is disturbingly high. The road bed appears
sound. Resurfacing with repairs to railway crossing would be
fine. No curbs or sidewalks, please.

Do not want sidewalks, bike path, boulevard and high curb.
Just want shoulder paved and roads resurfaced. Do not want
to snowblow 700 feet of sidewalk and salt it. Do not want to
mow 700 feet of boulevard. High curbs will make us lose 50
parking spots and will affect handicapped and people that
have trouble walking. This will also block delivery of 4000lbs of
product a week by 6 suppliers. This will also block garbage
pickup and there is no other place to take garbage out of
building without affecting dining room.
Changes will seriously affect the Blue Moon

N

N



Road base is deteriorating and must be repaired.
Existing drainage issues must be addressed.



Bump at Railway crossing will be addressed in
conjunction with railways proposed rail line modifications.



Curbs will make roadway seem more confined for
vehicles, and discourage higher speeds; In addition the
curb (and storm sewer) will address some of the
significant issues with road drainage flowing onto private
property, replace the aging storm sewers that are in poor
condition and address identified flooding problems.



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



Township by-law is similar to most other large and small
municipalities in that property owner is responsible to
clear snow from sidewalk



Access for delivery trucks will be maintained (but possibly
not “as-is”).



Garbage can still be removed from building in same
location, but garbage bins on Region Road allowance will
have to be relocated elsewhere on the property.
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Douglas
Dietrich

Tracy Harms

Drew &
Heather

DOCS 1387737

Comment

I believe that Petersburg is a typical antique village and
changes as described in the proposal will degrade that
character. Also, the road widths are less than in most villages.
Due to an increased parking study, very few spaces have
been left. Most parking is at night after work and school and in
the summer, not in February. The local church is small and
does not have the resources to shovel 700 feet of sidewalk.

I think sidewalks, boulevards and bike paths are not
necessary. It is too expensive and will hurt the community by
them having to shovel and mow to close to houses.

We live on Snyder’s Road (1699) and we’d say we see

In
Favour

N

N

N

Project Team Response


Staff will work with Blue Moon to minimize impacts (i.e.
access locations, no private parking on Region road
allowance, access locations, hard surface boulevards,
maintain minimum parking requirement on private
property).



The design (curb & gutter, sidewalk etc.) is based on
guidelines that were developed by Regional Council
including an extensive public process for settlements
similar or as old as Petersburg. Regional Roads serve
more than a “local” purpose and connects various parts of
the Region. The design guidelines are meant to provide a
“community feel” and slow traffic down somewhat



On street parking will be reviewed, including the
completion of another parking study.



Township by-law is similar to most other large and small
municipalities in that property owner is responsible to
clear snow from sidewalk.



Boulevard surface (i.e. grass or concrete/paved) will be
reviewed.



Paved shoulders do not address drainage issues, nor
provide adequate areas for pedestrians and cyclists if
cars parking on shoulder.



Township by-law is similar to most other large and small
municipalities in that property owner is responsible to
clear snow from sidewalk



Boulevard surface (i.e. grass or concrete/paved) will be
reviewed



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
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Nelson

approximately 1-2 people a week walking. Not very many for a
project like this.

Diego Vitello

I am in favour of this project however with a couple of
modifications and points to consider.
First of all, within the information package we received at the
open house, page five discusses how this project addresses
the transportation master plan. It cannot, if the cycling
facilities proposed within Petersburg don’t lead to anywhere.
There are no cycling lanes from Petersburg to St. Agatha,
Baden, New Dundee or Kitchener, so they won’t hook up to
any of the local towns and when Snyder’s Road to Baden, and
Notre Dame Drive to St. Agatha were resurfaced recently, all
efforts to have cycling lanes installed during construction and
before construction began weren’t acknowledged.
I notice there are no proposed left or right hand turn lanes
included in this project. This is a ‘HUGE’ mistake. Traffic
coming from the 7 & 8 expressway heading north on Notre
Dame Drive had increased a lot over the years and will only
increase especially due to the fact that Baden is growing. It
can take up to 3-4 traffic light sequences to get through the
intersection due to most of the traffic’s desire to turn left at the
light and head west on Snyder’s Road to Baden.
There at least should be right turn lanes heading east and
west on Snyder’s Road as well. Definitely in the eastbound
lanes as there is sufficient Region land on the cemetery side.
Also, every effort should be made to have parking on the
roadway near the businesses, especially for trucks that
frequent these businesses coming off the 7 & 8 highways for a
rest stop, etc.
Thank you and many of the local residents would appreciate
your consideration to these concerns. Feel free to contact me
for more information if required.
We have been resident of 1634 Snyder’s Road East,
Petersburg for 21 years now. We are directly impacted by
your plan to install sidewalks in Petersburg.
Our situation is unique and worth considering before you
proceed. We have invested tens of thousands of dollars
restoring our1850’s home to its original condition over these

Holly and
John Curtis

DOCS 1387737

In
Favour

Project Team Response
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.

N



As roads between St. Agatha, (Petersburg) and New
Dundee are resurfaced an additional pavement width is
being constructed and painted which accommodates
cyclists.



The intersection of Notre Dame and Snyder’s will be the
same width as the current intersection, and curb and
gutter and stop bar locations will be designed to allow
large truck movements. The current configuration of right
turn lanes on Snyder’s Road currently allows vehicles to
bypass turning vehicles, and the intersection width will still
allow this with no confusing right turn lanes painted.



Traffic operations at the Notre dame/Snyder’s intersection
will be reviewed.



On street parking will be reviewed, including the
completion of another parking study



Sidewalk is anticipated to encourage more walking as an
active mode of transportation and provide a safer
environment for pedestrians.



The location of the sidewalk will be reviewed by the
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past 21 years. This restoration includes installing a period
split cedar rail fence around the entire property, plus a
traditional door yard garden at the front of our house. The
exterior of our home is designated by Wilmot LACAC. We
have never asked for any grant money to maintain the exterior
of our property, as it has been our labour of love.
We have the following issues with the sidewalk installment:
1) The aesthetic appeal of our well-photographed and
documented house (a landmark in Wilmot township) will suffer
greatly with a concrete sidewalk in front of it. Also, this means
we will lose our period garden.
2) The bushes in front of our house serve another purposethey protect our early original glass windows from the stones
and other debris from passing vehicles. It also discourages
snowmobilers from idling or travelling by our house – there
have been several incidents over the years where they have
almost run over our children when they were younger.
3) I work at home more than once a week and my office
window looks out over the street. I have observed 1 or 2
people per day walking from where our house starts to the
corner store. I have serious issues with the cost of this project
to taxpayers for the benefit of 1 to 2 people per day. Surely
there are other projects which would have a much better cost
benefit.
4) In the 162+ years our house has been here, we have never
ever had any water problems in our basement. Our house’s
elevation is unique, since the house was here long before
paved roads. Your engineer told us that he could not
guarantee we wouldn’t have water issues with the installment
of the sidewalk. Our house is a sensitive structure and repairs
to our foundation would be extremely costly because of the
level of expertise and materials involved. Our lawyers would
involve the region in recouping these costs, should water and
structural damage occur.
We suggest you strongly reconsider this project based on the
above objections. We would support sidewalks in a
community where there were several pedestrians at risk. But
that simply is not the case in this neighbourhood—I encourage
you to witness the foot traffic for yourself.

DOCS 1387737

In
Favour

Project Team Response
project team to minimize the impact on the existing
features ( if possible)


Existing drainage patterns will be maintained as part of
the grading of the boulevard will be within the Region right
of way.



The installation of curb and gutter will contain the road
runoff from flowing onto properties lower than the road.



Pre construction condition inspection of buildings to
identify pre-existing conditions, contract provisions to
minimize construction vibration.
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N/A

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Septic
which you
are already
aware

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?
No

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

Yes

Sidewalks –
however they
are only
needed on
ONE side of
the road

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

1.

2.

3.

DOCS 1387737

Parking in
front of 1259
Notre Dame
makes existing
1263 very
dangerous due
to poor
sightlines due
to angle of the
drive way
Blue
Moon’s loss of
parking will
make road
more
dangerous
Loss of
turning lanes
will result in a
very
dangerous
condition due
to driver
impatience.

Other Comments

We hope that the ditch in
front of 1263 Notre Dame
will be filled in sufficiently
so people will not end up
in our ditch, especially in
winter when road lines are
not easily identifiable.

Project Team Responses








Septic system will be
accommodated in design to
eliminate/minimize impacts.
Homeowner will be contacted
to review details. There are no
current plans for sanitary
sewers or watermain in
Petersburg.
Regional Transportation
Master Plan (RTMP)/ Regional
Official Plan policy
(ROPP)/Context Sensitive
Design Guidelines (CSDG)
and proposed Active
Transportation Master Plan
(ATMP) indicate sidewalks
required on both sides of Notre
Dame.
Sightlines for 1263 Notre
Dame will be reviewed and
adjusted if necessary.
Blue Moon’s property is not
required in the proposed
parking area. Although some
Blue Moon parking that utilized
the road allowance (patrons
and delivery vehicles) will be
lost, 12 on-street parking
spaces are provided on Notre
Dame and Snyder’s at Blue
Moon. Deliveries can be
made from the on-street
parking spaces provided on
Notre Dame Drive. Except at
intersection all road
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

Project Team Responses



Clare Roth

N/A

No

No

DOCS 1387737

No

No

?

No
I believe some
vehicles travel at a
higher rate of speed;
however your speed
survey shows on
average traffic isn’t
speeding that much.
The centre median
will cause more
problems with farm
equipment, other
vehicle traffic than
could benefit speed

Resurfacing
the road

Boulevards,
sidewalks, centre
median
construction need
to keep turn lanes
of intersection.
Elimination of
trees, bike lanes.
The loss of parking
for local
businesses and
residents and the
cemetery.

Sidewalks on the east
side of Notre Dame
makes some sense but
not on the west side. Re:
snow removal \ cycle lane
on west side would suffice
for the few people that
would use it.
I think the survey should
work from what the
residents want and not
from what the city thinks
they want. No one on the
south west side of
Snyder’s road has a
problem with parking for
vehicles on Snyder’s road.









construction can be completed
within Region road allowance,
and any restoration will not
impact parking on their
property.
Warrants are not met for turn
lanes on Snyder’s Rd or Notre
Dame Dr. Turn lane pavement
markings on Snyder’s Rd. will
be removed, but there is
sufficient width for vehicles to
bypass other vehicles waiting
to turn left.
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP indicate
sidewalks required on both
sides of Notre Dame.
Cycle lanes should be located
on both sides of road to
accommodate cyclists
traveling in both directions.
Median is approximately
150mm high, and normal farm
equipment can use shoulder to
clear the median. The total
lane and shoulder width at the
median location is 4.85m
minimum.
Separated sidewalks are safer
for pedestrians as they
separate the pedestrians from
the vehicle lanes. Sidewalks
are indicated as being required
in the RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

Project Team Responses











DOCS 1387737

Center median is to assist in
slowing/calming traffic as
traffic enters the village.
Warrants are not met for turn
lanes on Snyder’s Rd or Notre
Dame Dr. Turn lane pavement
markings on Snyder’s Rd. will
be removed, but there is
sufficient width for vehicles to
bypass other vehicles waiting
to turn left.
Trees needing to be removed
will be replaced on at least a
2:1 basis. Approximately xx
trees need to be removed and
will be replaced with xx new
trees, in addition to new
boulevard trees.
Cycle lanes are indicated as
being required in the ATMP
and CSDG.
Parking space location and
quantity is based on parking
studies undertaken during
weekdays & weekends in both
the winter and summer and
the ability for parking to be
provided within the existing
driveways.
Comments from both PCC 1
and 2 will be reviewed with
respect to parking on south
side of west leg of Snyder’s
Rd. At PCC#1 one resident in
this area indicated no need for
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

Gary
Wagoner

No

No

Yes

Steve
Bechthold

No

No

No
Death Trap

Jim
Bearinger

No

No

No
As a farmer it
becomes an issue
with wide equipment

DOCS 1387737

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Sidewalk on west
side of Notre Dame
– ploughs will
come down road &
bump all snow on
sidewalk & I am
expected to keep it
clean? I can’t
shovel what the
plough puts there.
The whole plan

Re paving of
road

Only a paved
shoulder is
necessary. Good
for equipment,
bikers, and
walkers.

Other Comments

Project Team Responses



This is a total joke pave
the road that’s it.



I wish all shoulders would
be paved. With present
design our equipment will
be in bike lane. I would
rather turn out for a biker
on a paved shoulder than
deal with a bike curb
which can cause
equipment to do funny
things.
I don’t understand why the
Region would do
something a very small
percentage want pave the
road, pave the shoulders.





parking on south side of west
leg of Snyder’s.
Snow removal operations will
be reviewed with Region’s
Operations staff to minimize
snow on sidewalks. Notre
Dame Drive has a boulevard
between the cycle track and
sidewalk which can
accommodate some snow
storage.
Paving the road only does not
address deficient road base
structure and drainage issues
throughout Petersburg, does
not meet the proposed ATMP
and CSDG/RTMP and ROPP,
and does not promote safe
walking and cycling.
Median is approximately
150mm high, and normal farm
equipment can use shoulder to
clear the median. The total
lane and shoulder width at the
median location is 4.85m
minimum.
Paving the road only does not
address drainage issues
throughout Petersburg, does
not meet the ATMP and
CSDG, and does not promote
safe walking and cycling.
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

Project Team Responses

Pint the appropriate lines
and call it a project.
Gary
Beach

No

Darrell
Boehm

Yes
Between
1136 &
1128 I
would like
the trees
removed
and proper
driveway
entrance
made with
culvert
installed to
my property

Jim Bender

DOCS 1387737

No

No

No

None



Repave the
existing road and
complete with
paved shoulders
will save millions of
dollars
I would like to know if the
shoulder of the road in
front of my house 1068
Notre Dame Dr. could be
paved like across the
road? Possible MTO
jurisdiction?





Just a few questions
about this proposed
massive change to our
village.
Why is everyone insistent
that we have sidewalks,
when the region cannot
maintain the existing ones
within the region?
Will our property taxes be
going up?
Will Wilmot township be







Only paving the road does not
address drainage issues
throughout Petersburg, does
not meet the proposed ATMP
and CSDG/RTMP and ROPP,
and does not promote safe
walking and cycling.
Removal of trees and driveway
entrance issue will be
reviewed. Staff will meet with
owner to review requirements
including need for Entrance
Permit application by property
owner.
Paving of shoulder will be
reviewed with MTO.

Sidewalks are safer for
pedestrians and are indicated
as being required in the
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP
Cycle lanes are indicated as
being required in the
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP
This reconstruction project has
been budgeted in the Regions
Ten Yr. Capital Program as
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

responsible for the
removal of snow on the
unwanted sidewalks?
Will the project be
completed by July 2015,
so we can list the house
for sale during the
summer months?
And one comment, the
change from paved
shoulders to sidewalks
and bicycle lanes will
make backing into the
driveway unsafe as we will
need to block traffic
instead of pulling over to
the shoulder and backing
in when safe to do so. As
it is very unsafe to back
onto Notre Dame Drive
from a driveway.
Is there anyway a petition
from the residents of
Petersburg that are
opposed to this new plan
sway the decision to affect
our style of living?
, I will continue to contact
the regional government
for information. I really
hope they decide not to
make the village appear to
be a city neighbourhood
clone.
If it goes forward they I
DOCS 1387737

Project Team Responses








part of the normal roads
program, so no specific tax
increase is required.
As per Township Bylaw,
property owners are
responsible for clearing the
snow from the sidewalks
abutting their property.
Turn templates for vehicles
backing into driveways will be
reviewed. Segregated cycle
lane provides some area for
manoeuvring, and property
owner may have the option to
build “hammerhead” or
“turnaround” area on their
property.
Traffic calming measures
being introduced to slow
traffic.
A petition was received after
PCC # 1, but not after PCC #
2.
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Rick &
Linda
Sernoski

DOCS 1387737

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

hope they have the good
sense to move a
paramedic facility close by
as most of the residents
on Notre Dame Drive and
Snyder's Road are not in
their 20's or 30's and
clearing extra snow may
be a hardship. Unlike
most city neighbourhoods
of 20 to 40 foot frontages,
the village leans more
towards 60 to 80 foot
frontage and some as
wide as 150 to 200 feet.
Especially since the
reconstruction of
Mannheim a few years
ago, it is now more like a
subdivision of Kitchener
than a Wilmot township
village. Strange that
during St. Agatha's Notre
Dame Drive
reconstruction no
sidewalks were added.
We are very disappointed
with the lack of changes in
the proposed road
reconstruction plan. The
one change we did like
was the idea of the
median islands to help
slow traffic. We are not
opposed to making our

Project Team Responses





Curbs and the new storm
drainage system will address
drainage issues throughout
Petersburg.
Separated sidewalks and cycle
lanes promote safer walking
and cycling by separating the
cycling and pedestrian
activities from the vehicle
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

town more accessible for
pedestrians and cyclists
however; we do not feel
that we are being heard
especially with regard to
parking. I think I can
safely say most people
move to a small town to
get away from the ‘city’
feeling of sidewalks, curbs
and no street parking. If
we wanted that we would
have moved to the city.
From speaking to staff at
the open house, we
understand and agree that
sidewalks make drivers
slow down however, it has
been also proven in
studies that cars parked
on the side of the road
have the same affect.
You are already proposing
sidewalks on only one
side of the street on
Snyder’s Road so why not
be consistent and also
save the taxpayers some
money, and do the same
on Notre Dame Drive,
making one side parking
and one side sidewalks.
With regards to the
petition, your information
package commented that
DOCS 1387737

Project Team Responses







travel lanes. Pedestrian and
cycling facilities are indicated
as being required in the
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP
Parking will be reviewed,
however parking space
location and quantity is based
on parking studies undertaken
during weekdays & weekends
in both the winter and summer
and the ability for parking to be
provided within the existing
driveways.
Parking was removed on south
side of Snyder’s Rd (east leg)
due to the significant property
impacts to houses close to the
roadway.
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP show
sidewalks and cycle lanes on
both sides of the road where
possible.
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Glen
Osatchuk

DOCS 1387737

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

856 signatures were from
people who do not live in
Petersburg. There are
many people (maybe not
856) that live just outside
of Petersburg who must
access our community to
get their mail and
therefore their signatures
should not be discounted.
We feel that this whole
process has been a
typical government, “We
know what’s best for you”
attitude, even though
none of you live here, and
even though you say you
are listening, we feel you
are not.
Good morning sir. I am a
resident of Cambridge, but
I frequent Petersburg. I
have friends there, and we
like to go to The Blue
Moon Inn several times a
month. If this plan to put
up a form of cement curb
hell at the same
intersection, I will simply
find a new place to go. I
do not like the plan, I am
against it, and I do not feel
it is fair to local
businesses, patrons, and
residents alike. Please put

Project Team Responses



In most areas the curb is a
rollover curb, with some areas
of 150mm high barrier curb at
the intersection of Notre Dame
& Snyder’s to protect the traffic
signals and pedestrians
waiting to cross the roads and
to avoid parking encroaching
onto the adjacent sidewalks
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Name

Karin and
Rick
Demerling

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Yes
We own the
creek at
1611
Snyder’s
Road

DOCS 1387737

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

No

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

No
In a rural community
with farm
equipment, the
medians are not
practical.

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

The walkway
to the park, the
roll over curbs
and the paved
shoulders.

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

The median, the
grass/tree
boulevard, the lack
of parking on the
west side.

Other Comments

a stop to this stupidity. I
have signed a petition to
stop this, and will sign any
other that I come across. I
hope that the will of the
people, and common
sense prevail.
The changes made in the
project from the initial draft
do take into consideration
some of the comments
that were made from the
residents. We understand
the desire for sidewalks
and cycle lanes. In
achieving this, the region
has decided that the
residents should be
responsible for shoveling
sidewalks, mowing grass
and watering trees on the
boulevards. The ability to
park along the road in
areas in the village has
been removed especially
along the west side of
town and around the Blue
Moon Hotel. The parking
spots that have been
achieved through the
design are for the most
part in areas that are
impractical, especially in
the areas where the
ditches are steep along

Project Team Responses










Median is approximately
150mm high, and normal farm
equipment can use shoulder to
clear the median. The total
lane and shoulder width at the
median location is 4.85m
minimum.
Parking will be reviewed,
however parking space
location and quantity is based
on parking studies undertaken
during weekdays & weekends
in both the winter and summer
and the ability for parking to be
provided within the existing
driveways.
.
As per Township Bylaw,
property owners are
responsible for clearing the
snow from the sidewalks
abutting their property.
Ditches will be filled in and
replaced with storm sewers
where sidewalks are to be
constructed. Some catch
basins will be required behind
the sidewalks in some
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

the north side of the road.
Any activity at the
cemetery will be a
challenge for visitors as
there is limited parking
there and with the
redesign of the Blue Moon
parking lot, that parking
has been restricted as
well.
The centre medians in the
areas approaching town,
make no sense at all. The
desire to reduce the
speed can be achieved
through more police
presence and reducing
the speed limit to 50
km/hr. This speed limit is
already posted in Baden,
Wellesley, St. Agatha,
Bamburg, New Dundee,
Mannheim. Petersburg is
the only village in the area
without this speed limit. If
you wish to encourage
cycling and pedestrian
traffic, the reduced speed
of the gravel and transport
trucks which move daily
through town, will give the
cyclists and pedestrians
more peace of mind than
medians, and a narrower
roadway. The pathway to
DOCS 1387737

Project Team Responses









locations to maintain a
drainage outlet from the
adjacent properties.
The proposed road
improvements do not restrict
or limit the parking availability
in the Blue Moon parking lot.
The proposed entrances serve
to provide safe access to the
parking lot rather than provide
uncontrolled access across
the total frontage of the Blue
Moon parking lot..
The potential to add additional
parking spaces at the
cemetery will be reviewed.
Staff’ belief that simple
reduction of the posted speed
limit will not result in reduced
speeds through the village.
Staff feel that traffic calming
measures as recommended in
the proposed design will
promote slower speeds
through the village and in turn
support a reduction in the
posted speed limit
Most of the named settlements
with lower speed limits have
curb and gutter, sidewalks etc.
Truck turning templates will be
reviewed to ensure that large
trucks can access commercial
driveways located near the
medians.
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

the park is the one
positive result of the
comments from the
previous public meetings.
As business owners in the
area, we travel with large
pieces of equipment to our
property at 1611 Snyder’s
Road, and have many
tractor trailers entering
and exiting our property
were a median is planned.
The median will impede
traffic flow in this location.
We wish to be kept
updated as to the
construction schedule for
the storm drains into the
creek and the rebuilding of
the headwalls so we can
ensure that our business
delivery and shipping will
not be delayed during the
process.
Is there discussion to
bring water at some time
into Petersburg from any
of the region wells, if so,
then the whole road
reconstruction will be
reworked at that time. If
there is plans to change
the water supply in town,
then perhaps this process
can be delayed or timed
DOCS 1387737

Project Team Responses





Upgrades to the culvert on
Snyder’s Road and any
impacts to private property will
be discussed with property
owners.
Municipal water supply to
Petersburg is not in the
Region’s 10 year Capital
Forecast. There are no current
plans for sanitary sewers or
watermain in Petersburg.
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Name

Jim Hiller

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Yes
Power pole
should be
moved to
property line
with
neighbour,
or
eliminated

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

No
I have a well
on my front
lawn. I need
to be able to
get service to
it in the
future.
Please don’t
plant a
boulevard
tree (or power
ole) in the
way blocking
access.

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

Yes

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

Sidewalks on
both sides are
wasteful & not
required with
our small
population

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Loss of parking just
foolish to stop
parking!! It is
residential & we do
have friends &
family.

Other Comments

so all things are done at
the same time.
We look forward to
another public meeting
and hoping that some of
the comments that are
submitted will be taken
into consideration in this
process.
I want to eliminate the
gravel at the end of my
driveway. Your engineer
suggested the region
would replace what ever is
presently there.
It would be silly for me to
pour concrete & have you
tear it up.
What do you suggest so
that neither the region nor
ourselves waste
construction materials yet
I get continuous paved
surface from road thru to
existing cement driveway.
We are @ 11457 Notre
Dame

Project Team Responses










DOCS 1387737

Hydro pole relocation will be
reviewed in conjunction with
KW Hydro and proposed pole
relocations in the area.
Well location and tree planting
locations will be reviewed with
property owner.
Sidewalks are safer for
pedestrians and are indicated
as being required CSDG and
proposed ATMP
Parking will be reviewed,
however parking space
location and quantity is based
on parking studies undertaken
during weekdays & weekends
in both the winter and summer
and the ability for parking to be
provided within the existing
driveways.
Discussions will be held with
homeowner as part of the
detailed design to review
options with respect to the
driveway entrance. One
option is to provide direction
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Name

Conrad
Lang

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Yes

DOCS 1387737

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

No

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

Yes
I’m questioning
“calming” of
outgoing traffic. It
does highlight the
name
“PETERSBURG”

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

Proposed
reconstruction
and
resurfacing of
the road bed

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Sidewalks too
costly for a small
village. Would
they be used?
Sidewalks become
a financial hardship
for some properties
during snow
removal.

Other Comments

Twenty years ago I
installed a ditch inlet catch
basin. This is connected
to a 10” PVC line which
drains road surface water
collected from the east of
my property to the outlet
of a roadway culvert at the
west end of my property.
This system works well
and is not an issue with
the Township or the
Region.
However, it is with my new
neighbours who threaten
to sue me for dumping
water on his land.
As the new proposed
storm line ends within
reasonable distance,
would it be feasible to
extend this storm line to
incorporate the existing
inlet catch basin?
Also, a reconstructed ditch
line east of the inlet catch
basin would catch the

Project Team Responses





as to where to stop new
concrete driveway to minimize
or eliminate “throwaway” costs.
Another option would be for
the owner to defer the
completion of the concrete
driveway until after the road
improvements are completed.
Separated sidewalks and cycle
lanes promote safer walking
and cycling by separating the
cycling and pedestrian
activities from the vehicle
travel lanes. Pedestrian and
cycling facilities are indicated
as being required in the
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP
Extension of storm sewer will
be reviewed as part of the
detailed design.
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Name

Julie
Leibold

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

No

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

No

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

No

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

excess road water that
bypasses the inlet in a
heavy rainstorm.
All that needs to be done
is reduce speed to 50kms
and fix road.
Roads are busy with
dump trucks and transport
trucks, it’s noisy and busy.
Would not enjoy or feel
comfortable walking or
cycling down road.
With widening road what
happens to resident’s front
yards?
Have you spent a day in
our village/town/hamlet?
Page 3 c/pedestrian
needs to promote and
encourage walking for
“local trips”
We have the Blue Moon,
gas station and
convenience store.
I live on Snyder’s Road
rarely see cyclists and
pedestrians walk down it.
Why put these lanes?

Project Team Responses
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Paving the road only does not
address deficient road base
structure and drainage issues
throughout Petersburg, does
not meet the proposed ATMP
and CSDG/RTMP and ROPP,
and does not promote safe
walking and cycling.
Separated sidewalks and cycle
lanes promote safer walking
and cycling by separating the
cycling and pedestrian
activities from the vehicle
travel lanes.
Staff believe that simple
reduction of the posted speed
limit will not result in reduced
speeds through the village.
Staff feel that traffic calming
measures as recommended in
the proposed design will
promote slower speeds
through the village and in turn
support a reduction in the
posted speed limit .
Any impacts to private
property will be restored to at
least the same condition.
Discussion will be held with
property owners to review
impacts and mitigating
measures during detailed
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

Project Team Responses



Bernie
Bechthold

No

No

No
Do not see how
these would calm
traffic – if so why
aren’t they used
allover

Warren
Bechthold

Yes
Road
drainage at
front of
driveway

DOCS 1387737

No

No
See no need for
them – tractor
agriculture traffic
hard time to get
around – if so good
why are they not
used in Manneheim
etc

Part of curb
gutter
sidewalks

Part of curb
gutter
sidewalks

Bike lanes raise –
cement ashpalts
has to be less
expensive and on
one level

-

Move parking in
front of church
Move parking in
front of cemetery
Lower speed limit
NOW not 2015



Raised biker lane’s
see that we might
need them put less
expensive to pave
road resurface no
raised and cement
to costly – region
has spent to much
money on coloured
cement

Reduce Speed Now –
children safety can not
wait to 2015
Need parking in
front of church and
extra in front of
cemetery
All truck parking
should have at least
120° angle in and out
Ground between
curb & sidewalk use
more please should



-





design and construction.
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP show
sidewalks and cycle lanes on
both sides of the road where
possible, which are safer for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Parking at church and
cemetery will be reviewed.
Staff believe that simple
reduction of the posted speed
limit will not result in reduced
speeds through the village.
Staff feel that traffic calming
measures as recommended in
the proposed design will
promote slower speeds
through the village and in turn
support a reduction in the
posted speed limit.
Staff believe that simple
reduction of the posted speed
limit will not result in reduced
speeds through the village.
Staff feel that traffic calming
measures as recommended in
the proposed design will
promote slower speeds
through the village and in turn
support a reduction in the
posted speed limit.
Parking at church and
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

-

-

-

Emmanuel
Lutheran
Church /
Warren
Bechthold

No

John
Yes
DOCS 1387737

No

No

Curb & gutter

Islands

-

Yes

No

Repaving the

Sidewalks aren’t

be paved
Keep bike lane if
needed on same level
as road – less
expensive and it the
way you have done it
every – where else –
why change and
make project more
expensive
I do agree with
majority of project –
help to clean up
village – Blue Moon
has been using
Region property for
as long as Region
has been – time to
have them clean up
Sidewalks are
needed for safe now
& future
Would like more
parking in front of
church & cemetery
Have concern
about having to keep
sidewalks clean in
winter time with the
amount we would
have to look after

I do not want my parking

Project Team Responses











cemetery will be reviewed.
Truck parking details will be
reviewed with turn templates
and adjusted if necessary.
Off road cycle track allows
curbs to be placed at edge of
motorized vehicle lane which
presents a visually narrower
pavement width and promotes
traffic calming.

Median islands at the
entrances to the village will
help to promote traffic calming
and can be used as a
landscape feature.
Parking at church and
cemetery will be reviewed.
As per Township Bylaw,
property owners are
responsible for clearing the
snow from the sidewalks
abutting their property.
Drainage from private property
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Name

Bennett

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Running a
curb along
my parking
lot will result
in major
run-off
build-up

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?
I have 4
hook-ups to
the storm
sewer

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

No, I think they will
result in auto and
farm equipment
damage

road pull up
curbs and bike
lanes

needed and bike
paths on both sides
aren’t needed

Other Comments

Project Team Responses

lot curbed in or street
parking in front of my
property on Notre Dame
Dr.
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will be addressed such that
water running off property now
will continue to run off or be
picked up in catchbasins.
Drainage lines to road storm
sewer will be reviewed and
addressed with property owner
as part of the detailed design.
Median islands will help
promote traffic calming and
farm equipment can use
shoulder to clear the median.
The total lane and shoulder
width at the median location is
4.85m minimum.
Paving the road only does not
address deficient road base
structure and drainage issues
throughout Petersburg, does
not meet the proposed ATMP
and CSDG/RTMP and ROPP,
and does not promote safe
walking and cycling.
Separated sidewalks and cycle
lanes promote safer walking
and cycling by separating the
cycling and pedestrian
activities from the vehicle
travel lanes
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP show
sidewalks and cycle lanes on
both sides of the road where
possible, which are safer for
pedestrians and cyclists.
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

Project Team Responses



Bev
Finnegan

Yes

DOCS 1387737

Yes

No
Not necessary – Put
radar for a few days
& post new speed
limit. Problem.
Solved.

Roads
repaired,
better
drainage &
bike path

Do not want
sidewalks high
curbs or
boulevards. Not
necessary & hard
to maintain & get
around

This is a very expensive
project. The Majority of
the Town does not want
the full changes that have
been recently suggested.
There will not be enough
parking in town for
residents & businesses
this is unnecessary
expense to do full project.
Why is Region wanting to
spend money & force
town to have something
they do not want, that will
only affect the town & it’s
visitors. There were
almost1000 signatures of
residents & customers
against this.
This will seriously impact
the Blue Moon. We do
not want sidewalks, curbs
& boulevards around our
property nor parking for
the town that blocks our
access & parking. Also
the more construction he
longer the project & will
impact businesses
seriously.







Curb and gutter assist with
roadway drainage issues by
directing water away from
private property and into
catchbasins.
Staff believe that simple
reduction of the posted speed
limit will not result in reduced
speeds through the village.
Staff feel that traffic calming
measures as recommended in
the proposed design will
promote slower speeds
through the village and in turn
support a reduction in the
posted speed limit.
RTMP/ROPP/CSDG and
proposed ATMP show
sidewalks and cycle lanes on
both sides of the road where
possible. Separated sidewalks
and cycle lanes promote safer
walking and cycling by
separating the cycling and
pedestrian activities from the
vehicle travel lanes
Barrier curbs (i.e. 150mm
high) are proposed at
intersection of Notre
Dame/Snyder’s and in specific
areas where uncontrolled
access to the Regional Road
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

Project Team Responses




Brian &
Kathleen
Van Wyck

Yes
Septic
system in
our front
yard

DOCS 1387737

No

3 parking space
near post office: if
one spare is in
front of our
property & 2 are in
front of the post
offices exiting our
driveway could be
restricted (view) up
& down street for
safety.
We have not been
able to attend the
meetings & have
not seen the plans:




needs to be controlled.
On street parking will be
reviewed.
The proposed road
improvements do not restrict
or limit the parking availability
in the Blue Moon parking lot.
The proposed entrances serve
to provide safe access to the
parking lot rather than provide
uncontrolled access across
the total frontage of the Blue
Moon parking lot. 12 on-street
parking spaces provided on
Snyder’s Road and Notre
Dame Drive adjacent to the
Blue Moon to address parking
areas that currently utilize the
Region road allowance in
these areas.
Sightlines for 1259 Notre
Dame will be reviewed and
adjusted if necessary.
Septic system will be
accommodated in design and
reviewed with property owner
during the detailed design
phase.
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Name

Daniel
Simpson

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Yes
My well is
only 24 feet
from
existing
road (well is
a d7ug well
and only 25’
deep)

Region
Heritage
Planning
Advisory
Committee

DOCS 1387737

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

No

No

Repave
existing roads

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

other then handout.
Bike paths,
sidewalks, there is
only 4 houses on
our side of
Snyder’s road
(nobody walks or
rides bikes past our
house) you need to
watch walkers and
bikers not just
traffic surveys

Project Team Responses





The Region of Waterloo is
currently undertaking road
improvements in
Petersburg on Notre
Dame Drive and Snyder’s
Road. HPAC discussed
the road rehabilitation
project at the March 7,
2013 meeting and submit
the following comments to
the project team for their
consideration:
“HPAC is supportive of the
Project Team’s effort to
conserve the cultural
heritage resources located
within the project area as
part of the effort to
accommodate the needs
and safety of pedestrians,
cyclists and motorist.
HPAC appreciates that
there are no direct





Paving the road only does not
address drainage issues
throughout Petersburg, does
not meet the ATMP and
CSDG, and does not promote
safe walking and cycling.
Well location will be reviewed
with property owner during the
detailed design.
A narrow rollover curb is
proposed to be implemented
between the roadway and
cycle track/sidewalk resulting
in a relatively flat crosssection.
Given the limited road
allowance, there is insufficient
room to install a multi-use trail
on Snyder’s Rd East, and its
installation would result in
more impacts to the properties
on Snyder’s Rd.
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

Project Team Responses

impacts to any of the
historic structures.
The Installation of a
sidewalk and bike lane in
front of the 2 residential
properties that are listed
and designated
respectively will result in
boulevard grading to
match the existing grades.
This grading will require
the removal of some
flowers and shrubbery,
which, although located
with the Region’s current
right of way, may detract
from the overall
appearance of the historic
structures. The
Committee supports your
commitment to replanting
the shrubbery where it has
been removed.
The Committee requests
that the project team give
serious consideration to
options that maintain the
look and scenic character
of an old village road such
as installing a multi-use
trail or a rolled curb
sidewalk on the north side
of Snyder’s Road East to
retain the level of
DOCS 1387737
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Name

Drainage
issues or
special
features on
your
property?

Sump pump
discharge:
area or
foundation
drains, roof
leaders to
the existing
storm sewer
or road
ditch?

Support the
proposed centre
median islands, to
assist in providing
traffic calming?

What
elements of
the proposed
road design
do you like?

What elements of
the proposed
road design do
you not like?

Other Comments

Project Team Responses

appearance of the village
and road surface”.
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